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Abstract—The Internet of Things (IoT) consists of interconnected physical devices and software components. These connected things or objects exchange information in order to provide an end-user service. To fulfill this objective, such applications have to be designed by composing existing objects. However, this is a very difficult task mostly due to the heterogeneity and diversity of available objects. The IoT Composer tool was developed for supporting the development of IoT applications by first providing a behavioural model for objects and their composition. IoT Composer is developed as a web application that provides graphical support for composing available objects. The tool also provides automated validation techniques for verifying that the composition behaves correctly. Finally, a deployment plan is generated and can be run for effectively binding and instantiating all objects involved in the composition. IoT Composer was applied successfully to several real-world case studies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Things (IoT) is a network of physical devices and software components that are connected together in order to exchange information and to fulfill an IoT service. IoT applications are supposed to empower interconnected objects in order to build powerful and added-value services. The hardware devices used for building IoT applications are already available, but there are only a few management systems that support the design, deployment and maintenance of such applications. These tasks are particularly ambitious due to the specificities of IoT applications that are by nature highly distributed, heterogeneous and dynamic. Indeed, IoT applications induce a high level of concurrency, distribution, and collaboration. Designing concurrent applications is by nature a difficult and error-prone task. Moreover, IoT applications have to deal with heterogeneous IoT hardware and communication layers. Therefore, there is a need for a common model for specifying all objects and the way they interact altogether. Last but not least, modern systems are no longer designed and implemented once-for-all, but they may evolve over time, which requires simple techniques for updating and changing those applications.

In this paper, we present the IoT Composer tool, which supports all the steps of the design, composition, and deployment of an IoT application by selecting, configuring and binding available objects. Figure 1 gives an overall view of the IoT Composer functionalities. Given a repository of objects, the first step is to select some objects as candidates to participate in the composition-to-be. This part of the approach is achieved by relying on an existing recommendation system [1]. Then, IoT Composer graphically exposes the interfaces of the selected objects and allows the user to bind interfaces with respect to the IoT service expected from the composition. It is worth noting that only this first step of the approach requires human intervention, all the following steps being fully automated.

In a second step, given a set of selected objects and a set of bindings, we generate code in the LNT process algebraic specification language [2]. This specification is fed as input to the CADP verification toolbox [3] in order to check several properties of interest. The most important one is compatibility, which consists in checking whether the set of objects and bindings will behave correctly, avoiding erroneous situations. The tool also allows the verification of other properties such as the absence of deadlocks. If the selected objects and bindings are not satisfactory, the user can return to the first step to update the selection or bindings wrt. the feedback given during the verification step. The final step of the approach aims at generating a deployment plan that is executed for effectively configuring and running the application.

![Fig. 1. Overview of the tool functionalities.](image_url)

IoT Composer is a web application with an intuitive user interface. It has been applied to several real-world case studies.
for validation purposes and it turns out to be very useful as it simplifies the design of new IoT applications. Note that our approach supports the development of IoT applications from the beginning (selection) to the end (deployment). In doing so, it also ensures reliability of the applications by formally verifying the proposed solution in the background. The targeted users are any end-users who may want to deploy reliable added-value IoT services on top of objects available in their smart homes. The tool is available as open source online 1 with several examples we used during its evaluation.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the models used for specifying objects and their composition. This section also presents the notion of compatibility that allows one to check that the composition executes as expected. Section III describes the IoT Composer tool. Section IV presents experiments performed on several real-world smart home use-cases. Section V overviews related work and Section VI concludes the paper.

II. MODELS AND COMPATIBILITY

As far as models are concerned, an IoT object is modelled as a Labelled Transition System (LTS), i.e., a state-transition graph representing the states of the object and its interactions with the environment. Each transition is labelled by an action corresponding to an input or output message. An LTS can be viewed as a behavioural interface description language.

A composition of objects, also referred to as a composite service, is then built by combining various objects, which are bound to each other relying on their LTS interfaces. The interfaces in the LTS are derived from the application interfaces of IoT objects. Given two objects, a binding aims at connecting one output message of one object with one input message of another object. A composition is thus defined by a set of objects and a set of bindings relating these objects. In this work, we assume that the objects involved in a composition interact using binary communication: an interaction occurs between one output message and one input message (same message name) belonging to two different objects. Additionally, we consider handshake communication, also known as synchronous communication model. This means that the sender is blocked until the receiver is able to interact with it. Then, both objects synchronize at the same time.

Compatibility checking aims at ensuring that a service composition involving a set of objects and a set of bindings is correct, i.e., all bindings can effectively be executed and all reachable actions unbound in the composition do not prevent the bindings to be executed (Unbound interfaces refer to the interfaces which are not involved in the composition). This compatibility notion is checked by first automatically encoding the set of behavioural models and the set of bindings into the LNT process algebraic specification language [4]. Then, we make use of the existing tools available in the CADP toolbox [3], which accepts LNT as input, for (i) compiling the LNT specification into an LTS describing all the possible executions of the composition (called composition LTS), and for (ii) traversing this LTS in order to verify that all bindings do appear in the composition LTS.

Note that we take advantage of this LNT encoding for verifying other properties of interest. This is the case, for instance, of the absence of deadlocks, which can be automatically analyzed using model checking techniques available in CADP.

III. IoT COMPOSER

The IoT Composer tool aims at assisting the user during the composition and deployment tasks when developing a new IoT application. Indeed, end-users may not have the required skills to build reliable and bug-free compositions of objects. The tool guides the user towards reliable application design by hiding the underlying complexities. It is hosted as a web application on an Apache Tomcat server with a simple user interface based on jQuery and Semantic UI. The data format used is JSON and the integration with other services is achieved via REST API calls.

IoT Composer performs three major functions: (i) composition by allowing users to compose IoT objects through binding devices spread over different smart environments, (ii) compatibility check to ensure correctness of the designed IoT application, and (iii) automated deployment of the validated composition. Figure 2 shows a screenshot of the web application and of its functionalities on a simple example involving four objects.

![Fig. 2. Screenshots of the web interface.](https://ajaykrishna.github.io/iotcomposer/)

The very first step (object composition) relies on the recommendation service presented in [1]. The authors proposed
an automated recommendation of IoT objects based on the interaction between objects and their environments. We use this approach for an early identification and selection of objects suitable for the design of an IoT service. When the user has selected some of the objects suggested by the recommendation system, the tool loads in the web interface this list of objects with the set of input/output messages provided in their respective application interfaces. From this set of recommended objects, the user can then graphically define a set of bindings between these interfaces to generate a composition (selected objects + bindings). The defined bindings are stored in a JSON file. The web interface provides an option to display in the web application the graph making explicit the dependencies among objects.

In the next step, the tool connects to the backend formal verification toolset (CADP) to check the compatibility of the composition. Internally, the tool takes JSON models corresponding to the objects and the file storing the JSON bindings as input. Then, it performs a model-to-model transformation to generate the required LNT code and Script Verification Language (SVL) [5] scripts for automating the whole analysis step. The result of the compatibility check (true or false) is returned to the user. In case of an incompatible composition, the user is able to restart the composition process. (S)He can update the bindings or choose a new set of objects and check if they are compatible. When a compatible solution is found, (s)he can proceed to the (final) deployment step.

In the final step, a deployment plan is first generated by relying on a set of defined actions involving both application and network layers. This set of actions (add object, bind objects and start object) must be applied in a specific order for respecting the objects’ functional dependencies. This plan is obtained considering the composition as a directed graph (objects as nodes and bindings as edges) and applying topological sorting in order to extract the sequence of operations to apply. Given such a plan, the tool is interfaced with Majord’Home [6, 7], a modular IoT platform to deploy IoT applications. Majord’Home follows the Software Defined Network (SDN) [8] paradigm, which offers simplified interfaces for the network configuration of IoT services involving multiple smart environments. For each IoT service, a Software-Defined LAN (SD-LAN) is setup by configuring the residential gateways which delineate different local networks. Using this SD-LAN functions, connected objects spread across different smart environments can communicate as if they were in a same smart environment. Additionally, the SD-LAN solution allows a connected object to interact with different IoT services, yet preserves network isolation and discovery properties. IoT Composer manages and controls SD-LANs by using custom REST APIs. The overall integration of the IoT Composer components with other services (recommendation system, CADP, Majord’Home) is shown in Figure 3. Each component or service indicates its inputs and outputs as well as its implementation technology stack.

In order to validate our approach, we relied on various IoT objects available in a smart home environment and designed several IoT services by composing these objects. Some of the experimental results are shown in Table I. The host machine was running Xubuntu 18.04 on a hardware consisting of Core i7-7600U processor, 256GB M.2 PCIe SSD, and 16GB of RAM. In Table I, Objs denotes the number of IoT objects used in the composition. Bind refers to the number of bindings. The next two columns denote the number of states and transitions in the composition LTS. The time taken to generate the LTS (in seconds) and the time taken to perform the compatibility check (in seconds) are shown in the last two columns. The deployment time is not shown in this table. The plan generation time is negligible for dozens of objects since it is the time required for topological sorting, which is linear with respect to the number of objects and bindings. The deployment itself is achieved via the Majord’Home platform [7]. It takes a few seconds and this time does not depend on the number of objects.

As it can be observed in Table I, the time taken to generate the LTS and check the compatibility does not proportionally increase with the number of objects and bindings. It takes at most 12 seconds for the most complex example (20 objects), which is reasonable since this check is performed at design-time before deploying the IoT application. The final examples in Table I take more time because they involve more objects and therefore generating the corresponding composition LTS and checking compatibility are more time-consuming. We originally targeted to compose and deploy IoT services in the residential context (smart homes). In such a context, one may

![Fig. 3. Tool components and integration with various services.](image-url)
have a home with dozens or even hundreds of objects, but for a given concrete application it would barely need more than a few objects. To sum up, the results of these experiments confirm that, as far as scalability is concerned, the approach is satisfactory for IoT deployments in the smart home context.

V. RELATED WORK

In this section, we compare IoT composer with existing tools supporting the design of new applications by composition of IoT objects.

Node-RED [9] is a programming tool for wiring together hardware devices, APIs and online services. It provides a browser-based editor that makes it easy to wire together flows using a wide range of nodes. The final application can be deployed to its runtime environment on Node.js, and can be run at the edge of the network on low-cost hardware (such as Raspberry Pi) or in the cloud. IFTTT [10] (If This Then That) is a free web-based service to graphically create chains of activities that can be run from the web application.

TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Use case</th>
<th>Obj.s</th>
<th>Bind</th>
<th>LTS</th>
<th>States</th>
<th>Trans</th>
<th>Gen</th>
<th>Compat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thermo</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2s</td>
<td>2s</td>
<td>4s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SmartDoor</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LightSense</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BabyMonitor</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3s</td>
<td>3s</td>
<td>6s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SmartAccess</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MultiDoor</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2s</td>
<td>2s</td>
<td>4s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MultiCase</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>2s</td>
<td>2s</td>
<td>3s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MultiCase2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>892</td>
<td>4s</td>
<td>4s</td>
<td>5s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IndepCase</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>876</td>
<td>5134</td>
<td>5s</td>
<td>5s</td>
<td>11s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IndepCase2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>10501</td>
<td>79886</td>
<td>5s</td>
<td>5s</td>
<td>12s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXPERIMENTS SHOWING DIFFERENT IOT USE CASES.

provide automated techniques for verifying correctness of the composition. We also propose full automation of the final application deployment, which makes our approach supporting the development of IoT applications from the selection of objects to their deployment.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

IoT Composer provides a solution for supporting the design and deployment of IoT applications. It allows developers to build correct compositions of software objects and devices by using behavioural modelling languages and automated verification techniques. The compatibility check ensures that all the bindings defined in the composition can effectively be executed when the application is deployed. It also checks that the composition is free of deadlocking situations. Once the composition is validated, a deployment plan is generated and can be executed in order to effectively configure and run the application. The IoT Composer tool is available online and has been applied successfully on several real-world case studies.

In the future, we first plan to extend the IoT composer tool to provide new functionalities supporting the reconfiguration (addition and removal of objects) of a deployed and running application. This should be possible via the web application and must preserve the level of correctness ensured during the deployment phase. A second perspective of this work concerns the verification step. Beyond analysis of compatibility and other properties of interest, we would like to provide quantitative verification techniques to carry out QoS analysis and performance evaluation of the IoT applications. This would require extending the models of IoT objects and composition with quantitative information (e.g., probabilities, costs, etc.).
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